PROJECT CENSORED WELCOMES A NEW CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR!

Fair Oaks, CA—Project Censored is pleased to announce that Mischa Geracoulis, a long-time Project Censored judge and contributor to the annual State of the Free Press yearbook series, has joined its growing team. Mischa will serve as the Curriculum Development Coordinator and will spearhead efforts to establish partnerships between Project Censored and educational institutions throughout the U.S.

As part of its mandate to advocate for widespread critical media literacy, the Project has long offered affordable, high-quality curricula and teaching tools to educators. Mischa is looking forward to expanding the reach of the Project and furthering its goal of giving every citizen the skills to intelligently analyze a media ecosphere that is more powerful and pervasive than ever. “I’m excited to take this next step in my longstanding relationship with Project Censored. At a time when ‘the media’ are inseparable from the world around us, I’m committed to advancing the Project’s mission and forging new relationships and connections that will empower more students and educators with a critical media literacy skill set,” says Mischa.

A long-time writer and educator, Mischa brings a keen understanding of the intersections among critical media literacy, human rights education, democracy, and ethics. Her work has focused on journalistic ethics and standards, press and academic freedoms, and truth in reporting, with a specific emphasis on the protracted disinformation campaign against the Armenian Genocide. Mischa holds an MA in education concentrated in critical pedagogies and media studies; and a BA in international development, specializing in the Middle East, North Africa, and Southwest Asia regions.

“We couldn't be more thrilled to welcome Mischa to our team,” says Mickey Huff, Project Censored Director, and Andy Lee Roth, Associate Director. “Mischa’s invaluable expertise and
dedication to the Project Censored mission will help us build our success as an organization and a force for positive change in the world. We look forward to a long and productive partnership."
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